








of   correlations   established   with   the   physical   environment.   As   in 




simultaneity   of   all   the   physical   environments   in   which   it   is 
instantiated, a 'universe superposition', in which only the environment 
correlated  with   the   observer   by   observations   is   determinate.   This 
effects   a   discrete   and   idiosyncratic   physical   environment   for   each 
version of an observer, in which determinate measurement records are 
recorded.  Quantum   mechanics   is   on   this   view   fully   relational, 
demonstrated as not only viable but necessary by Rovelli & Laudisa.
The   quantum  mechanical   frame   of   reference   is   Everett's   'Relative 
State', and on Tegmark's 'inside view', the time evolution follows the 
standard   von   Neumann­Dirac   formulation.  Thus   observers   get 
precisely   the   measurement   records   predicted   by   the   standard  
formulation,  but since objectively  there  is only the appearance of  
collapse,   there   is  neither   a  measurement  problem nor  a  disparity  
with relativity. The linear dynamics and the collapse dynamics are  




Everett,   in his  'Relative State'  Formulation of Quantum Mechanics   (1957), 
resolves the measurement problem by demonstrating that it is not necessary to 
postulate  physical   collapse,   since   the  appearance  of   collapse,   to  observers,   is 
inherent   in   the   linear   dynamics.   Everett's   formulation   seems   incomplete, 
however,  precisely because  there seems to be no physical   instantiation of  this 













of   observations   is,   naturally,   the   record   of   correlations   established  with   the  
physical environment. This structure of information is multiply realised, being  
instantiated   in   a   large   number   of   different   physical   environments.   Thus   the  
effective physical  environment   is   the  simultaneity  of all  of   them, a   'universe  









…  the   observer­system   state   describes   the   observer   as   definitely 
perceiving   that   particular   system   state.   This   correlation   is   what 













of   his   friend,   however,   in   each   idiosyncratic   quantum  mechanical   frame   of  
reference   of   each   such   version,   each   Everettian   'relative   state',   a   specific  
observation  has  taken  place.  Thus,   following   the  interaction,   for  each  of   the  
different   functional   identities,   one   specific   version   of   the   interaction   has  

















thus  inherently  invokes  the quantum concept  of   time.  In  that  concept,   the no­
collapse universe   is  equivalent   to  a  static  array of  block universes.1  Collapse, 
change to the quantum definition,  is  the transition from one block universe to 
another:   the   enactment   of   'quantum   time'.   In   principle,   this   concept   is 
incompatible with relativity. For a universe with multiple observers, there can be 
no   single   definition   of   collapse,   since   different   observers   can   have   different 
definitions of temporal simultaneity. In Everett's formulation, however, since the 
appearance of collapse is specific and idiosyncratic to the observer, there is no 
conflict  with   relativity,  and  a  simple,  coherent  explanation of   the  meaning  of 







The   linear   dynamics   is   the   fundamental   nature   of   the   universe   according   to 
quantum theory, and is not in question: the Schrödinger wave equation has now 
been derived from experimental findings (Granik, p. 2008). The problems with the 




collapse,   since   there   is   the   appearance  of   collapse   to  observers   defined   in   the 
unitary linear dynamics. 
He does so by analysis of the nature of observation. The observer is a physical 
entity,   but   to   make   an   observation   is   to   add   the   structure   of   information 
representing the observation, to memory. Everett therefore defines observers in the 




If   we   consider   that   current   sensory   data,   as   well   as   machine 
configuration,2  is   immediately   recorded   in   the   memory,   then   the 
actions of the machine at a given instant can be regarded as a function 
of   the  memory   contents   only,   and   all   relevant   experience   of   the 
machine is contained in the memory. (p. 457)
He then shows that, with respect to the functional identity of the observer defined 
in  this  way,   there  is   the appearance of  collapse,  given only  the standard  linear 
dynamics:
Judged by the state of the memory in almost all of the observer states, 
















probability   assertions,   leads   to   all   the   probability   concepts   of   the 
familiar formalism. (p. 462)
This,   however,  makes  no   sense  unless   there   is   a   rationale   that   segregates   this 
appearance of collapse from the standard linear time evolution, the Process 2 wave 
mechanics. What is required is a basis on which the collapse dynamics operates in 
a   logical  domain other  than the domain of   the  linear  dynamics,  because at   the 
logical level of the unitary linear dynamics there is, by definition, no collapse. As 
he prefaces the above statements:





with respect  to  the functional  identity of  the observer,   the state of  the memory 














formulation  is  naturally  provided  by   the physical  environment  defined  by   the 
correlations record of each different functional identity of the observer, here the 
quantum  mechanical   frame   of   reference   of   that   functional   identity:   Everett's 
'relative state'.
3 Universe Superposition















information.   Since,   in   Everett's   no­collapse   universe,   all   these   worlds   exist 
simultaneously,   the   effective   physical   environment   of   this   structure   of 
information is the physical simultaneity of all of them, a 'universe superposition'.3
Naturally, that much of the physical environment correlated with the observer 
is   necessarily   present,   and   identically   the   same,   in   all   these   superimposed 




record  is   included  in   the  simultaneity,   the  universe  superposition  is  otherwise 
indeterminate: except where defined by the correlations record, the environment 
is   necessarily   a   simultaneity   of   all   possible,   different,   variations   of   the 
environment.   Thus   the   effective   physical   environment   of   the   observer   is 
determinate  where  observed,   and  thus  defined  by   the  correlations   record,  and 
otherwise indeterminate.




effective   superposition,   or   more   correctly   mixture,   following   observation   in 
Everett's   example   quoted   in   Section   2.   Thus,  while   in   the   overall   objective 
context   of   the   unitary  wave   function,   there   is   nothing   to   select   one   of   the 
elements   of   the   superposition   /   mixture   rather   than   another.   Subjectively, 
meaning from the perspective of the functional identity of the observer, in each 
element   in   the   superposition   /  mixture,   the   effective   physical   environment   is 
specifically, and idiosyncratically, defined. In other words, subjectively, meaning 
from   the   inside   view   perspective   of   each   identity,   Tegmark's   Self   Aware 
Substructure, there is an idiosyncratic quantum mechanical frame of reference, in 






There   are,   therefore,   two   different   quantum   definitions   of   the   system, 
depending on the viewpoint taken, objective and subjective. This distinction is 
the   same as  made  between   the  outside  and   the   inside  view of   the  world,  by 
Tegmark   (1998,   p.  9­10).  These   correspond   to  Wigner   and  Wigner's   friend's, 
different viewpoints on the friend's world. On the objective view of the quantum 














|  initial  = |ψ 〉 O1  |〉 U1  〉          (4)
evolves in time to become a superposition of the form
|  a while later  = |ψ 〉 O2  |〉 U2  + |〉 O3  |〉 U3〉          (5)
We   then   interpret   this   as   two   parallel   universes,   one   containing   the 
observer in state |O2 , the other containing the observer in the state |〉 O3 .〉
(2008, p. 2) 
The experiential state of the observer, which he refers to as the state the observer's 




the   universe   containing   this   observer.  The   superposition   of   two   different 
functional   identities   generated   in   the   time   evolution   of   the   linear   dynamics, 
defined by the quantum state |  initial , gives rise to two different versions of theψ 〉  




observer  only  describes  whatever   the  observer   is   aware  of.   If  we 
expand the entangled state describing the observer and the rest of the 
universe   in   the   tensor   products   of   the   states  |On〉  and   the   states 
describing the rest of the universe (which will include parts of the 
observer   that   the  observer   has  no  direct   knowledge  of),   then   the 
coefficient of each  |On〉 will be a superposition of states describing 
the rest of universe. (2008, p. 3)
Thus  his   example   shows   two  different   versions  of   the  observer,   each  with   a 
specific and idiosyncratic 'superposition of states describing the rest of universe' 
or  universe  superposition:  parallel   realities.   In  Everett's   formulation,   since  the 
record of observations is idiosyncratic, so too is the quantum mechanical frame 
of   reference   on   the   inside   view,   the   effective   physical   environment   of   the 
observer, the 'relative state'.
5 The Quantum Concept of Time
The quantum state  of  a  physical   system defines  a   specific   linear  dynamics, 
while  the  collapse dynamics  defines  the  change of   the quantum state,  with  the 
concomitant   change   to   the   linear   dynamics.   This,   the   fundamental   quantum 
mechanics,   extrapolates   to   define   the   dynamics   of   a   complete   physical 
environment, in the quantum concept of time.
As  Deutsch   (1997,   pp.   258­287)  explains,   the   no­collapse   universe   can   be 
understood as  a  multiverse  of  moments  or   'snapshots':  definitions  of  a  specific 
arrangement   of  matter   and   energy   in   the   universe.   Each   such   snapshot  must 
necessarily   have   a   specific   quantum   definition,   which   in   turn   defines   the 




The   snapshots   which   we   call   'other   times   in   our   universe'   are 










The   collapse   dynamics   defines   the   relationship   between   these  moments,   or 






energy   in   the   three  dimensions  of   space.  Going   forward  along   the   linear   time 
dimension of space­time, the three­dimensional configuration of matter and energy 
in   space,   changes:   the   inertial   frame   of   reference   changes.   This  whole   four­
dimensional   layout,   subsuming  the  time evolution of   the  physical  environment, 
defined by a specific linear dynamics, is defined by a specific quantum state. 
The collapse of the quantum state results in a different quantum state, defining a 
different   linear   dynamics,   a   different   four­dimensional   layout.  Thus,  while   the 
linear dynamics is the change to the physical  within  the four­dimensional layout 
defined  by  a   specific  quantum  state,   a   specific  quantum  mechanical   frame  of 
reference,  the collapse dynamics is the change  to  the physical four­dimensional 
layout defined by a specific quantum state, the change of the quantum mechanical 
frame of reference. This is the logical structure of the universe in the quantum 








does not  arise.  The appearance of collapse  is  always with respect   to a specific 
functional   identity   of   a   specific   observer.   In   this   context,   since   the   frame   of 
reference is always that of a specific observer,   there is no conflict between the 
quantum concept of time and relativity. 
With   each   observation,   the   correlations   record   changes,   as   the   functional 
identity  changes,   and  as   a   result   the  universe   superposition   changes.  Thus   the 
appearance   of   collapse   in   Everett's   formulation   is   an   exact   description   of   the 
quantum concept of time. With each observation, the quantum state defining the 
effective physical  environment changes,   thus the  quantum mechanical  frame of 
reference  changes. In the no­collapse universe, all possible  quantum mechanical 
frames  of   reference,  moments   in  quantum   time,   exist,  and   the   appearance  of 
collapse is simply the effective transition from one specific  quantum mechanical 






dynamics   is   the change  to   the  quantum state.   If   the quantum state  defines  a  
physical environment, then this is the change to the physical environment. Here  
the effective physical environment of the functional identity of the observer is  
considered  to  be   the  quantum mechanical   frame of   reference,  defined  by  the  





The   quantum   state   of   the   system   is   defined   solely   by   the   record   of 
observations   made   by   the   observer,   the   correlations   record.   This   defines   a 
specific   linear   dynamics.   In   between   observations,   the   system   evolves 
continuously according to the linear, deterministic dynamics. This is the change 
of   the   three­dimensional   spatial   configuration   of   matter   and   energy,   in   the 




is  made,   the   functional   identity   changes.  This   is   the   point   at  which   there   is 
subjective collapse. With each observation,  the correlations record changes, as 
the functional identity changes, and as a result the quantum mechanical frame of 
reference   changes.   Thus,   the  making   of   the   observation,   the   addition   of   the 




quantum mechanical  frame of reference  to the next: a progression  in quantum 
time. In the new quantum mechanical frame of reference, a specific observation 
is   determinately  defined,  whereas   in   the  moment  before,   the  outcome of   this 
observation   was   indeterminate.   Hence,   while   objectively   there   is   only   the 









of a quantity with eigenstates  1,  2, , in which the state   will beφ φ ψ  
changed to the state  j with probability |( ,  j)|φ ψ φ 2. 
Process 2: The continuous, deterministic change of state of an isolated 
system with time according to a wave equation ∂ /∂t = U , where Uψ ψ  
is a linear operator.
The quantum state of  the system,  ,   is here considered to be the quantumψ  
state   of   the   quantum  mechanical   frame   of   reference,   the   effective   physical  
environment   of   the   functional   identity   of   the   observer,   defined   by   the  
correlations record. On collapse, Process 1, this quantum mechanical frame of  
reference   changes,  while   the   inertial   space­time   frame   of   reference   remains  
constant.   This   change   is   instantaneous  with   regard   to   linear   time,   the   time  
dimension of space­time, thus at the point of transition, the clock time in the two  
quantum mechanical frames of reference (before and after in 'quantum time') is  
identical.   In  Process   2,   the   quantum mechanical   frame  of   reference   remains  
constant,   while   the   time   evolution   of   the   linear   dynamics   progresses,   time  
elapsed in  the  linear  time dimension of space­time increases,  and  the inertial  
space­time frame of reference changes as a result. 
Objectively,   in   the   unitary   linear   dynamics,   as   in   the   reality   of  Wigner's  
friend from Wigner's perspective, there is only the linear dynamics, Process 2.  








each  resulting from the addition of  a   specific  observation  to   the correlations  
record of the observer. 
4 If the definition of the quantum state of the effective physical environment is to be taken 
as  a  density  matrix  rather  than  a  wave  function,  the  time  evolution  of  the  linear 
dynamics in Process 2 is defined by the linear dynamics of the density matrix: as Jordan 
states “... it is proved that the maps of density matrices in time are linear” (2009, p. 2). 
In Process 1, the density matrix is assumed to define the same probabilistic expectation 
values for observables as the eigenstates.
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6.4 The Specious Present
The quantum mechanical   frame of   reference   is  defined  by   the correlations 
record, the record of observations, which changes only with the new addition of 
an   observation.   The   formulation   of   an   observation   is   dependent   on   neural 
processes,   and   takes   a   certain   amount  of   time.  Thus,   as   the   linear   dynamics 
progresses, there is a period of time, in the linear time dimension of space­time, 




















During   the   period   of   the   specious   present,   since   this   is   a   linear   quantum 
system,   all   possible   variations   of   events   in   the   physical   environment   are 










...  with each succeeding observation (or  interaction),   the observer  
state "branches" into a number of different states. (1957, p. 459)
12
Each  individual  new observer  state  defines  a new observer­system state:  each 
new functional identity of the observer defines a new record of correlations with 






























the   inside   view,   inside   the   quantum  mechanical   frame   of   reference   of   the  
observer, one or the other happens, as the observer defined by the correlations  




Everett’s brilliant insight was that the MWI   does  explain why we 
perceive randomness even though the Schr ödinger equation itself is  
completely causal.  To avoid linguistic confusion, it  is crucial that  
we distinguish between
• the   outside  view of   the  world   (the  way  a  mathematician  
thinks of it, i.e., as an evolving wavefunction), and 
• the   inside   view,   the   way   it   is   perceived   from   the  
subjective ... perspective of an observer in it.
(1997, p. 2; his italics) 
As  he goes on to describe,  while  the objective  view is of  a  superposition of  
possible   states  of   the  observer,  which  evolves   in   time maintaining   the   strict  








There will,  however,  be a  superposition of   the composite  system  
states, each element of which contains a definite observer state and  
a definite relative object­system state. ( 1973,p. 10) 
This   is   the   difference   between   outside   and   inside   views   of   the   quantum  
mechanical state, as explained by Tegmark (1997).





the   simultaneity   of   versions   of   the   environment   defining   the   quantum  
mechanical  frame of reference of  the observer  outside the subsystem. On the  
inside view, in the quantum mechanical frame of reference of each functional  
identity,   observations   made   within   the   subsystem   result   in   determinate  
measurement   records,  since   the  effective  physical  environment   is,   inevitably,  
determinate   where   observed,   in   all   possible   variations   of   the   physical  
environment in which this specific observation is determinately made. Thus, the  










this   subjective   appearance  of  collapse.  Given  Everett's   explanation,   it  would  
seem that no further explanation is needed. There is no measurement problem.  
The collapse  dynamics   is   a   step   in  quantum  time,  a  change   in   the  quantum  
mechanical frame of reference of the observer,  induced by the progression of  
linear  time, the time evolution of the linear dynamics.  Each observer  in  their  







Given   that   different   observers   have   different   quantum mechanical   frames   of 
reference,   it   is   clear   that,   on   the   inside   view,   these  different   relative   observer­
system states   to  which Everett   refers  are  not  only  logically,  but  also physically, 
discrete,   segregated  domains:  many worlds.  The result  is  the  time evolution of  




Each   quantum   system  “carries”   around   a   local   spacetime   in  whose 









of   the  effective  physical   environment.   In  other  words,   the  different  observers 







Thus  Everett   is   stating   that   the   same   identical   principle   central   to   relativity 




...   quantum   mechanics   indicates   that   the   notion   of   a   universal 
description of the state of  the world,  shared by all  observers,   is a 




values   of   physical   quantities)   cannot   be   taken   as   an   “absolute” 
(observer   independent)   description   of   reality,   but   rather   as   a 
formalization, or codification, of properties of a system relative to a 
given observer. (1996, p. 6)










within   the   context   of   a   specific   quantum  mechanical   frame   of   reference.   The 
collapse   dynamics   defines   the   change   of   the   quantum   mechanical   frame   of 
reference, the change of view from one point in quantum time to another. 
The   standard   formulation   defines   the   alternating   operation   of   these   two 
dynamics. The progression of the linear dynamics gives rise to the generation of a 
new   observation   in   the   neural   network   of   the   observer.   This   changes   the 
correlations record,  resulting in   the progression of   the collapse dynamics,   in   the 
quantum mechanical frame of reference of this observer. This gives rise to a new 
quantum mechanical frame of reference, and a concomitant new linear dynamics, 
and the cycle  begins again.  Like relativity,  quantum mechanics  is fundamentally 





that  of   the  observer   inside   the  quantum mechanical   frame  of   reference,   this   is  
simply the time evolution of 'the real world'. The linear dynamics is experienced  




Multiple  versions  of   the   functional   identity   are  produced  whenever   there   is  
more   than   one   possible   observation.   Thus   the   quantum  mechanical   frame   of  
reference   fissions,   with   all   possible   states   of   the   system   being   made   real,  
experientially,  hence the  'many worlds'  attributed to Everett's   formulation.  Each  
quantum mechanical   frame of  reference   is   idiosyncratic   to  that  observer,  hence  
parallel, but often overlapping, effective physical realities for each observer.
9 Conclusion
Due   to   multiple   realisability,   the   effective   physical   environment   of   the  
observer,   here   the   quantum mechanical   frame   of   reference,   is   indeterminate  
except where defined by the record of correlations established with the physical  
environment   by   observations.   This   provides   Everett's   formulation   with   a  
concrete   difference   between   the   inside   and   outside   views   of   the   quantum  
mechanical frame of reference. As Tegmark states, illustrating the significance  
of the difference between these two views, in regard to quantum mechanics:










What   is  missing   from Everett's   formulation   in   its  original   form  is   the  overt  
clarification of this distinction. On the inside view, from the perspective of the  
observer   within   the   quantum   mechanical   frame   of   reference,   there   is   the  
enactment   of   collapse,   the   change   of   the   quantum   mechanical   frame   of  
reference.  On  the  outside view,   there  is  only  the appearance  of  collapse,   the  
observer reporting collapse on the inside view. 
17




rise   to determinacy of   the  outcome of an  experiment,  while   for   the observer  












subsystem to  that of  the observer  inside it.  This objective view is Tegmark's  






quantum mechanical  difference  between   'objective'   and  'subjective'.  We have  
taken the term subjective to mean simply and solely the experiential, assuming,  





addition  of   an  observation   to   the   definition  of   the   functional   identity  of   the  
observer. This is Everett's genius at work. As he states:
...   [our   theory] can be said  to  form a metatheory for   the standard  
theory. (1957, p. 462). 
While  the linear dynamics is the  logical  operation of  the physical  system, this  
system also produces a phenomenon effectively meta to this dynamics, the change  








while   the   inertial   frame   of   reference   remains   constant.   Both   dynamics   are 
intensely familiar to a conscious observer: the time evolution of the physical in 
the linear dynamics is the passage of time, while the collapse dynamics is the 
making   of   observations   that   happens   in   the   context   of   the   passage   of   time. 
Quantum  theory  is  complete,  but  collapse   is  purely  subjective,   meaning that  it 
applies solely to the inside view of the quantum mechanical frame of reference. 
As is the case with Einstein's relativity, the physical environment defined in  
quantum mechanics   is   relative   to   the   frame  of   reference  of   the   observer,   as  
Rovelli proposes is essential to make sense of the experimental findings. On the  
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